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After hundreds of immortal years together,
ship captain Dante and Mayan Princess
Marias union has grown a bit stale. Bonded
through a phenomenon known as the
Calling, they share a loving and deep
relationship. But as they watch their newly
bonded immortal friends enjoy the spark
that centuries have taken away from them,
they seek to find it once more. When
immortal Gracie joins their midst, its
impossible for Dante not to notice her fresh
glow. Maria begins to struggle with deeper
feelings for her friend, even as her body
stirs with want. And Gracies pent-up
passions are centered upon the two people
who are closest to herDante and Maria.
Journeying to Central America where
Dante and Marias love story began, the
race is on to find true happiness before
Gracie is torn from them by the Calling and
bound to someone else. Will the compass
of Gracies heart points her in the right
direction?Reader Alert!: Three is spicy, but
four bodies across a king-sized bed? Oh
hells yeah.To My Readers: When I first
began the Immortal Series, two characters
were the foundation in the characters
livesDante and Maria. The captain of the
ship who brought men to a new world and
his Mayan Princess finally yelled loudly
enough to get their own spotlight. Their
five-hundred year love affair is about to go
from spicy to blazing hot to absolute
combustion.
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